Concept Paper on the development of a Guideline on the quality aspects of mRNA vaccines
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1. Introduction

This concept paper addresses the need to establish a Guideline on the quality aspects of mRNA vaccines. The number of clinical trial applications for human products and marketing authorisation applications for mRNA containing products significantly increased over the last few years and is expected to increase further in the future. Furthermore, a lot of experience with mRNA vaccines was gained during the COVID-19 pandemic. From an analytical and regulatory perspective, mRNA vaccines are interesting since their classification depends on the target and/or whether they are obtained chemically or biologically.

mRNA vaccines against infectious disease have to align with the general guidance for human vaccines, however the new technology is not fully accounted for in the existing guidance. It is therefore proposed to establish a guideline addressing those specific aspects regarding the manufacturing process, characterisation, specifications and analytical control as well as the definition of active substance and finished product for mRNA vaccines for the prevention of infectious disease.

The scope of the guideline will be limited to mRNA vaccines against infectious diseases (including self-amplifying mRNA). mRNA-based therapeutics will be out of scope of the document. It is not intended to address specific requirements for mRNA vaccines to be used in clinical trials, however the scientific principles described may also be applicable during pharmaceutical development.

2. Problem statement

Currently there is no guideline which reflects the quality requirements for regulators and industry on mRNA containing vaccines.

3. Discussion (on the problem statement)

mRNA vaccines and their manufacturing process are novel and differ from other types of vaccines. They consist of mRNA (either non-replicating or self-amplifying, and either nucleoside-modified or not) encapsulated in lipid nanoparticles or other kind of delivery systems. Whereas the production of mRNA vaccines has to align with the general guidance for human vaccines, specific quality considerations may apply to these novel products.

The proposed guideline will follow the structure of CTD Module 3 where relevant. Additionally, finished product considerations (e.g. choice of excipients, formulation & manufacturing aspects) relevant to finished product formulations containing mRNA will be addressed.

The proposed guideline will provide information and regulatory considerations regarding the following key aspects of the manufacture and quality control:

- Definitions of starting materials, active substance, finished product intermediate, excipients and finished product
- Control of starting materials (linear DNA template for the preparation of mRNA transcript and plasmid DNA where relevant)
- Development of an integrated control strategy for the active substance and finished product manufacturing process to ensure consistent quality of mRNA vaccines, based on relevant critical quality attributes (CQAs)
- Characterisation approaches including investigation of the impurity profile
• Purity control strategy: process-related and product-related impurities as well as other potential contaminants and methods to control them
• Active substance and finished product specifications
• Potency testing: different tests may be required to control various aspects of potency also including functionality (e.g. mRNA expression, protein expression in transduced cells)
• Various aspects with respect to the formulation strategies including considerations on formation and method of manufacturing of lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) and their stability
• Stability studies for active substance and finished product

The proposed guideline will also discuss relevant regulatory considerations and challenges relating to:
  • the development and testing of bivalent and multivalent vaccines, as well as to changes in the existing mRNA vaccine strains
  • self-amplifying mRNA (sa-mRNA) packaged in LNPs
  • other delivery systems (i.e. non-LNPs)
  • the use of platform technology/prior knowledge approach for new targets

The WHO guidance document, Annex 3 "Evaluation of the quality, safety and efficacy of messenger RNA vaccines for the prevention of infectious diseases: regulatory considerations", WHO technical report Series, No.1039, 2022 will be taken into account. Furthermore, reference will be made to current and future Ph. Eur. chapters and/or monographs, where applicable.

4. Recommendation

The Biologicals Working Party recommends the establishment of a Guideline on the quality aspects of mRNA vaccines.

5. Proposed timetable

This concept paper will be published for a three-month public consultation period.
BWP will take account of all comments received during the public consultation on the concept paper when preparing the draft guideline. The draft guideline will be published for a six-month public consultation period.
BWP will take account of all comments received during the public consultation on the draft guideline when preparing the final guideline text. It is expected that the final guideline will come into operation six months after publication following adoption by CHMP.

6. Resource requirements for preparation

The development of the guideline will involve the EMA-BWP Secretariat, the Biologics Working Party, the CHMP, and the Quality Working Party and GMP/GDP Inspectors Working Group, who would be consulted, as necessary.
The BWP should appoint a rapporteur and a drafting group.
7. Impact assessment (anticipated)

The guideline will clarify requirements for regulators and pharmaceutical industry with respect to the quality aspects of mRNA containing vaccines taking into account the concepts of recent development.

The guideline will not introduce new requirements on medicinal products already authorised and on the market.
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